1964 mercury comet

The Mercury Comet is an automobile that was produced by Mercury from â€” and â€” â€”
variously as either a compact or an intermediate car. The Comet was initially based on the
compact Ford Falcon , then on the intermediate Ford Fairlane and finally on the compact Ford
Maverick. As a Mercury, early Comets received better grade interior trim than concurrent
Falcons, and a slightly longer wheelbase. The Comet was originally planned as an Edsel model.
Ford announced the end of the Edsel program on November 19, However, production of Edsels
continued until late November. The Comet was reassigned to the Lincoln-Mercury division to
sell at Mercury-Comet dealerships, where it was marketed as a stand-alone product for and as
the Comet without any Mercury divisional badging. Developed concurrently with the Ford
Falcon , early pre-production photographs of the sedan show a car remarkably close to the
Comet that emerged, but with a split grille following the pattern established by Edsel models.
Early Ford styling mules for the station wagon model carried the Edsel name as well. At their
debut, the split grille was replaced by one more in keeping with Mercury's design themes.
However, the canted elliptical taillights, first seen on the Edsel prototype, were used and carried
the "E" Edsel part number on them. While the short lived Edsels used elliptical shaped taillights,
the lenses used on both cars differed in length and width. Certain other parts from the Edsel
parts bin, including the parking lights and dashboard knobs, were used on the first-year Comet.
Keys for the and Comets were shaped like Edsel keys, with the center bar of the "E" removed to
form a "C". The "comet" name was trademarked to Cotner-Bevington as the Comet Coach
Company, building ambulance and hearse commercial vehicles. Ford bought the name in The
â€” Comets share a similar basic shape. These are sometimes referred to as the "round body"
Comets. For and , the Comet shared a considerable number of body and mechanical parts with
the short-lived Fairlane -based Mercury Meteor intermediate. The Comet was initially released
without any divisional badging, only "Comet" badges, similar to Valiant which didn't have
Plymouth badging at first. It was sold through Lincoln-Mercury-Comet dealers, but would not be
branded as a Mercury Comet for two more years. Introduced in March , initial body styles were
2-door and 4-door sedans and 2- and 4-door station wagons. Two trim levels were available,
standard and "Custom", with the custom package including badging, additional chrome trim
and all-vinyl interiors. Transmission options were a column-shifted 3-speed manual and a
2-speed Merc-O-Matic automatic transmission unique to the Comet, despite sharing a name with
the Merc-O-Matic installed in other Mercurys. Ford had purchased the name "Comet" from
Comet Coach Company, a professional car manufacturer in which the term belonged to a line of
funeral coaches, mainly Oldsmobiles. The coach company then was renamed Cotner-Bevington.
In Canada , for the model year, Meteor-Mercury dealers sold a compact car called the
"Frontenac". Frontenac was considered a marque in its own right and was a badge-engineered
version of the Ford Falcon with only minor trim differences to distinguish it from the Falcon.
The Frontenac was produced for only one year. The Comet was introduced to the Canadian
market for the model year and replaced the Frontenac as the compact offering by
Meteor-Mercury dealers. A new 4-speed manual transmission was also an option a Dagenham
without 1st gear synchromesh. The changes to the Comet were minimal such as moving the
Comet Script from the front fender to the rear quarter as well as a new grille design. The
optional S package was released. Available only on the 2-door sedan, it was billed as a "sport"
package, although it shared the same mechanicals as regular Comets, with the only changes
being S badging, bucket seats and a center console. Comet was officially made a Mercury
model for the model year, and it received some minor restyling, mainly a redesign of the trunk
and taillight area to bring the car more in line with the Mercury look. This is the first year the car
carried Mercury badging. The S had six bullet shaped tail lights, while regular Comets had four
oval with 2 optional flat reverse lights. A Comet Villager station wagon, basically a Comet
Custom 4-door station wagon with simulated woodgrain side panels, was added to the lineup.
The Villager name had previously been used to denote the 4-door steel-sided station wagon in
the Edsel Ranger series. Convertible and hardtop pillar-less coupe models were added to the
Comet Custom and Comet S lines this year. The Comet was redesigned with a much more
square shape, though it was still built on the same unibody as the model. Its basic lines were
shared with the new Falcon, but the front grille used styling similar to that of the Lincoln
Continental. Along with the redesign, the model designations were changed. The performance
version was known as the Cyclone , replacing the previous S Then in descending order of trim
levels were the Caliente , and , replacing the previous Custom and base models. The 2-door
station wagon bodystyle was discontinued. The top-of-the-line station wagon continued to be
known as the Villager. The base cid six engine was dropped and the cid six became the new
base engine. The V8 was available at the beginning of the production run, with the new being
available mid-year. Due to the success of the full size Ford and Mercury "fastback" roofline
introduced in mid, the Falcon and Comet 2-door hardtops got a similar roofline with sharper

corners. For , Ford produced about 50 ultra high performance lightweight Comet Cyclones,
equipped with their racing two-carburetor engine, similar to their cousin, the Ford Thunderbolt.
For , the Comet received updated styling front and rear including stacked headlights, similar to
what Pontiacs and Cadillacs would use at the same time. The base 6-cylinder engine was
increased from cid to cid. The standard transmission continued as a column-shifted 3-speed
manual transmission. The optional automatic was changed to a "Merc-O-Matic" 3-speed
automatic transmission essentially a Ford C4 transmission. Beginning in , the Comet grew from
a compact to become a mid-sized car. It was now based on the same chassis as the Ford
Fairlane intermediate and the previous Mercury Meteor intermediate which was only offered in
â€” These intermediate-sized cars used the same basic chassis as the original Ford Falcon and
Mercury Comet compacts, but were stretched with longer wheelbases. The previous generation
Comet shared its platform with the all-new Ford Mustang in , and when the Comet graduated to
the intermediate platform, the Mercury Cougar became the platform shared with the Mustang.
The Comet wagon would introduce a Dual-Action tailgate, able to both fold down or swing
aside, an idea soon copied by all the major U. The Comet received distinct outer body panels.
The Comet Capri replaced the previous Comet and the Comet Voyager 4-door station wagon
replaced the previous Comet station wagon. The Voyager name had previously been used to
designate a full-sized Mercury station wagon that was positioned between the base Commuter
and the top-of-the-line Colony Park station wagon models. The Comet 4-door station wagon was
discontinued. The new top-of-the-line series was the Comet Cyclone GT. A Cyclone GT
convertible was the pace car for the Indianapolis Beginning with the model year, the Comet
name was used only on the base Comet model, available only in 2 or 4-door sedan body styles.
Other models were now referred to by what had previously been their subseries names.
Mercury's mid-size line-up ranged from the basic Comet , through the Capri , Caliente , Cyclone
, and Cyclone GT models, as well as steel-sided Voyager and simulated wood paneled Villager
station wagon models, which were comparable to the Capri. In , Mercury's mid-sized models
again received new sheet metal and styling that resembled the full-sized Mercury models and
shared their chassis and many parts with Ford's mid-sized Fairlane and Torino models. The
mid-sized base model was the Comet Mercury dropped the suffix available only as a 2-door
coupe. Top-of-the-line mid-sized models continued to use the Cyclone and Cyclone GT names.
For the model year , the grille was modified and the headlight surrounds were removed. The
taillights were also slightly re-styled. There would be few changes to Mercury's mid-sized lineup
for the model year, the last year that the Comet name would grace a mid-sized model. A Comet
4-door sedan for was supposedly planned, but never offered. These new V-8s replaced the
previous cid V-8s. Still using the same basic chassis, models would receive dramatic new
styling, but the base model would now be the Montego. Comet was no longer the base level
intermediate. The Cyclone name would continue to be used through the model year. For , the
Comet name was revived on Mercury's version of the Ford Maverick compact. Sharing most of
its sheet-metal with the Maverick , it used a different grille , taillights , and hood , as well as
different badging. The taillight pods were shared with the and Montego and Cyclone models.
Underneath it all was the same basic chassis that had originally been used for the Ford Falcon,
the original Comet, and for the mid-sized Ford Fairlane, Mercury Meteor, and later Mercury
Comets. Transmissions were either a 3-speed manual or 3-speed automatic with either column
or floor-mounted shifters. The Comet was available as 2- and 4-door sedans and in base â€” ,
and " muscle car " Comet GT series 2-door sedan-only The GT featured a blacked-out grille,
dual body-side tape stripes, high-back bucket seats, wheel trim rings, dual racing mirrors,
bright window frames, black instrument panel, deluxe door trim panels, and a simulated hood
scoop. For models, the base cid six was dropped and the cid six became the base engine.
Horsepower ratings would fluctuate slightly up or down through the years the Comet would
remain in production, but not by very much. A new, larger front bumper to meet federal
standards was added to all models in A new Custom decor package featuring vinyl roof,
body-colored wheel covers, wide vinyl-insert body-side moldings, vinyl bucket seats, luxury
carpeting, and extra sound insulation was a popular option. Changes for included even larger
front bumpers and new larger rear bumpers to match. They added 2. Ford had originally
planned to the replace the Comet and its Ford Maverick counterpart for the model year with
updated and extensively redesigned models that would continue to use the Comet and Maverick
names. Fairly late, though, they decided that the updated versions would be built alongside the
original Maverick and the Comet that had originally been introduced for These would-be
replacements, also using the same basic chassis as the Comet and Maverick, became the
Mercury Monarch and the American Ford Granada , came with more standard and optional
equipment than the Comet and Maverick, and were considered to be "luxury compacts," a step
up from the Comet and Maverick. The model was offered with comparatively few changes

through the model year, and was then discontinued to make room for the new Mercury Zephyr
for the model year. The car was purchased new, and Veitch set a record by accumulating over ,
documented miles. The car was retired in after accumulating , miles, as Veitch had decided to
stop driving due to her eyesight becoming too weak. The Cyclone was a performance model of
the Comet. It was built from â€” Unfortunately, the Cyclone GT lost the hp, cid V-8 as its
standard engine, instead replaced by the hp, cid V No matter, though, as the fastback was
handsome and could be equipped with a hp , or hp cid V-8s, briefly a hp version of the cid V-8,
or a hp, cid V That came with the hp, cid V-8 standard, a four-speed transmission, and a plain
bench seat interior. Both were to have streamlined noses, but the Mercury launch was delayed
until the mid-year Cyclone Spoiler II. Only were sold, all with cid V-8s instead of the bigger A
Dan Gurney special edition had a dark blue roof, striping, and a signature decal on the white
lowers, while the Cale Yarborough edition was red and white like his Woods Brothers car, with a
signature. The base car had a hp, cid V-8 and a four-speed transmission. Options included a hp,
cid V-8 engine and a hp, Super CJ cid engine. There were also a few Boss s installed, though
those cars are quite rare today. Engine options ranged from the hp, cid V-8, all the way to the
fire-breathing hp, cid Cobra-Jet V-8, to which a Ram-Air package could be added. The car is a
fantastic expression of American muscle, albeit one from a mid-level, luxury-oriented
nameplate. As a result, the Cyclone is mostly overshadowed by the Ford Mustang and Torino.
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Include description. Body Type. Convertible 1 Items 1. Coupe 1 Items 1. Exterior Color. Blue 1
Items 1. Green 1 Items 1. Interior Color. Tan 1 Items 1. White 1 Items 1. Model Year. Automatic 2
Items 2. For Sale By. Dealer 2 Items 2. Mercury 2 Items 2. New 40, Items 40, Used Items Not
Specified 2 Items 2. Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings 41, Accepts
Offers 3, Auction Buy It Now 41, Item Location. US Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free
International Shipping. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller.
Completed Items. Sold Items. Authenticity Guarantee. More filters Any Free International
Shipping. Gallery View Customize. Buy It Now. Last one. Shipping not specified. Almost gone.
Leave feedback about your eBay search experience - opens in new window or tab. This page
was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each
listing for international shipping options and costs. Make Mercury. Model Comet. No Floor! No
Drivetrain! Engine turns over freely with a Battery Will need a little TLC The glass is good except
for the windshield I have the 2nd owner title, but it's not in my name. Will receive it and a bill of
sale. Been a West Texas car it's whole life On Nov at PST, seller added the following
information: Have new pictures and all pictures of the new extra parts for serious buyers. Here
is an all original classic mercury comet caliente convertible with the small V-8 and automatic 3
speed transmission. This car has no rust but does have paint chips and nicks as it has been
driven 75, miles since It has new tires and all of the hoses have been replaced. It also has new
exhaust. The exterior and interior are both in excellent condition. No power steering or power
brakes but drives and stops like it should. The top has no tears and it is a power top. I recently
drove this on a mile trip with no problems. This car has been in parades and has no heating
problems. It is parade ready for the home comings or the politicians. You can see and drive this
home from Silvis IL. Look at all the pictures and for more information phone Ron at cell or
email. Show this to your wife or girlfriend and she will want you to buy it. This will be the last
relist as it will be going in winter storage for the winter and when spring hits the price will go up.
Make your offer if your interested. I lost the Car for 4 years while I was in the Army. The car
needed Restoration Every nut, bolt, Wire, replaced Repaint Original Color, and Interior.. More

pictures available if required Needless to say Please no Tire Kickers Interested buyers only..
Price is Firm. Car was shown on the TV Show Ultra rare Mercury Cyclone matching numbers K
Code factory 4-speed car for sale. This is a virtually rust free California car still wearing the
black California plates. Ford and Mercury people recognize this car as being something special.
It has the following equipment and features: Virtually rust-free body and chassis from
California. New paint. Rebuilt matching numbers K code V8. Factory 4-speed transmission and
shifter. Factory tachometer on dash. Bucket seat interior in excellent condition. Factory center
console. Original Autolite Carburetor Rebuilt. Stock rear end with 3. New exhaust. New stock
style brakes and brake lines. New Steering box yet to be installed. New front suspension
components. New gas tank and fuel lines. New tires. Power steering. Period correct American
Torque Thrust wheels. Glass is good. Trunk is solid and repainted. Everything works. Odometer
shows 13, miles. Previous owner said actual is K. Cannot confirm actual. This car is a driver; it
is not a show car but it is complete, its all there, it isn't rusty, everything works and it is fun to
drive. Thanks falcon sprint ranchero galaxy cougar hipo GT. Very nice cruiser. Check out the
pictures. Very low mileage - believed to be correct given the overall condition, Title information,
and mostly original appearance. Unrestored, with recent near flawless paint job. Chrome, trim,
glass, interior, very good to excellent. All accessories work. Recent tune-up. Runs, drives, and
rides beautifully. Top, though like new, does have small repairable tear. Selling for close friend.
Responses to questions may not be immediate. Runs and drives very strong. This is a very
solid rust free Comet. The floor pans and entire under carriage is solid. A new headliner is in the
trunk and comes with the purchase. All the gauges work as designed. This is a very rare model
and would make a great driver as is or a perfect restoration project. I am listing this Comet for a
friend. He has a clean Title in hand. The car is located 25 miles South East of Nashville Tn. I
always include my name and phone number and encourage any questions. If I can't answer
your question I will put you through to the owner. The car is being offered locally and may sell
prior to E-Bay ending. Be sure to put this collector car on your watch list. If it is still available
after the listing ends he will be open to offers. Shipping is the responsibility of the buyer.
Thanks for looking. Bruce Barrett cell shop. This Comet Caliente was professionally built on a
rotisserie with all floor pans and rear lower quarter panels replaced. The frame connectors were
fabricated and welded in while on the rotisserie. This car shows incredibly well! The hood and
trunk lid are straight as well. The doors shut as they should without having to slam them or lift
up no sag at all. The paint that was laid down on the body was done with extreme attention to
detail! The entire car was disassembled and all painted separately. All hard to paint places have
been painted VERY well! It was then assembled very carefully and trim was then put back on.
The underside of the hood and trunk lid have just as good of paint on them as the exterior! The
pictures and video really do not capture how well this paint reflects anything put in front of it.
All of the trim and bumpers look great and shine true and bright. The headlights are clear and
have no chips or cracks. The same goes for the taillights and they look incredible. All of the
glass on this car looks great as well! It has won numerous awards for best paint at local car
shows in Tennessee. The fenders have actually been worked to fit the vertical headlights of a !
The engine bay is incredibly clean and so much detail has been added under the hood. The end
result is a fuel Cobra transplant! The reliability of modern technology in a timeless rare Comet!
As pictures show there is so much added chrome and polished aluminum that it is blinding! The
paint in the bay is incredible! It shows just as well as the exterior. The interior is SHOW quality
as well, with custom covered two tone seats that do not even look like they have been sat on
before. The carpet is all brand new and if free of rips, stains or tears. The Comet floor mats are a
nice touch as well. The center counsel appears to be brand new and looks great. The dash and
door panels all have custom paint on them and the paint shows well. The gauges are clear and
not foggy at all super easy to read. The switch for the electric dumps is hidden under the dash.
The headliner is nice and tight and is super clean as well. All of the door hardware works as it
should and all of the interior trim shines as well as the exterior. They did not skip a beat on this
car! It drives incredibly well and sounds amazing at idle and even better when you get into the
gas. It starts, runs and drives as a muscle machine should. It shifts smooth like butter. Having a
99 Cobra rear-end it is a highway machine and will drive you were ever you would like to go! At
just shy of pounds this Comet scoots extremely well and is an absolute blast to drive! It also
stops very well with drilled and slotted rotors that give it a nice pro touring look! We reserve the
right to end an auction early. All cars are immediately ready for delivery upon sale. Please call
to make arrangements for payment. Payment Types: Wire transfer or Cash in person. No
exceptions. All sales transactions must be completed within 48 hours Taxes and Fees: Out of
state buyers are not charged tax, title, or license but are responsible for the documentation fee.
The customer is responsible for registering the vehicle in their home state. You will receive day
in-transit tags. In-state buyers will be charged state and local taxes, title, registration, and

documentary fees. We accept wire transfers, certified checks, and credit card deposits. Terms:
Auction Policies Customers with zero or negative feedback on eBay Motors please contact us
prior to bidding. Otherwise, we reserve the right to cancel your bid. Understand this is only to
protect the integrity of the auction. Winning bidder must contact Rides Auto Sales within 24
hours of the auction close and the purchase transaction completed within 48 hours. We reserve
the right to re-list or sell the vehicle in the event of a non-paying bidder. Shipping Buyer is
responsible for setting up their own shipping. This highly modified custom built Comet Mercury
25th silver anniversary edition Mercury pick up truck is a special one off vehicle. Built with just
about every possible option you could order on a Comet. Built many years ago with mint factory
Mercury original parts and new old box stock N. Body is exceptional. Rust-free inside and out,
super straight and never damaged or even undercoated underneath by factory or anyone after.
This is a pristine body with no Frankenstein rust repair stitches, panels or patches to lower it's
value. A real nice body and a real difficult find today. A very stylish upscale pick-up as is and
will only need a fresh color refinish for show. A close viewing of all pictures inside and out of
vehicle with extra parts pictured included will show the many optional items and rare
accessories used. It is loaded with fancy chrome and stainless inside and outside throughout.
Please note: Due to brightness from all interior chrome and glass shine in sun, both tops of
bucket seats in photos through driver side glass door look distorted. That is just reflection from
sun, glass shine and bright chrome at different angles. Seats are fine. Time to let go after years
of service for other vehicles. Was a high priority vehicle 35 years ago but no longer used or
needed today. Plates expire in August. Car and original drivetrain have over a hundred ninety
two thousand miles. Engine still runs smooth and quiet with no lifter noise sounds like a sewing
machine but is starting to show blue oil wear out back, has not been driven the last two
summers plus so needs battery and brakes are soft. Original 4-speed transmission shifts very
smoothly with no noise or problems, rear end is smooth and quiet with no noise. In disclosure,
car was correctly converted to a mercury with amazing detail including all numbers under hood,
matching door data plate, dealer tag, original registered owners manual filled in by original
selling mercury dealer when new and 2 n. This custom vehicle is registered, licensed, plated
and fully insured as a mercury comet. Included with complete car sale are all original ford
numbers and tags with registered owners manual from before conversion started. Both
Colorado titles are clear and ready to transfer over to new owner upon full payment of vehicle.
Owned both vehicles before conversion so no issues exist on either title. Kept all original ford
items for the option to put back to the original Ford configuration later if desired. Now exposed
to elements outside unprotected with the few others after loosing their long time indoor parking.
That deal will also come with the few parts saved from parts lot such as one mint original paint
ranchero hood, one set of mint ranchero doors, no molding holes, with it's mint original
ranchero tailgate w ford letter holes stamped in. Will also come with all original numbers, tags
and registered owners manual mentioned earlier. All n. The perfect power plant to give this
stylish pick-up even more power and look like it belongs under the hood. Black engine, chrome
dress up valve covers, dipstick, silver and chrome Cyclone air cleaner with original large Super
Cyclone red white and blue air cleaner decal still affixed etc. Also saved one set of nice Comet
fenders with fender extensions if you prefer not to have molding holes in panels. First best offer
close to 15k takes complete car as pictured. If you are interested in just the ranchero body with
running drivetrain, please note that with your offer, otherwise you will be making offer on
complete car as pictured. Buyer is responsible for all shipping and cost. I will help your shipper
load if needed. Balance due in 7 days from auctions end by credit union draft, bank draft or wire
transfer. Thank you. Any questions or needs, calls are best. Brooklyn, NY. Green Bay, WI. North
Kingstown, RI. Collegedale, TN. Chester Twp, NJ. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Cars
for Sale Mercury Comet. Year Make Mercury Model Comet. Category - Mileage - Posted Over 1
Month. Category - Mileage Posted Over 1 Month. Make Mercury 23 Ford 2. Category Beta Suv 1.
ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.
Refine your search. Caliente 38 Hardtop 6 4. Automatic 32 Manual Convertible 16 Sedan 9
Coupe 6. Gasoline Classic Cars 97 Hot Rod 4. Hardtop 8. Popular Similar Cars. Refine search.
Over spent on parts alone,painless wiring tilt wheel. Car runs in low 10s. Has very few runs i
just lost intrust. Unlike those strip blazers, this powered coupe,is a very streetable ride with a
wow factor. The Exterior of this Mercury Caliente Convertible for sale is of a bright red that is
gloating a smooth and sexy Black vinyl interior with red suede inserts.. Begging to have power
tossed at the C6 Automatic Transmission backing this power plant this car is ready to go
anywhere. Chrome wheels, custom hood give this car a gaser look which will stand out in a
crowd. White exterior over nicely done grey interior. Google Ads. Custom rods and muscle auto
sales llc. Specializing in buying, selling, trading and building pre muscle and custom cars and
trucks. We concentrated on repairing, suppying parts and machine work for hot rods and

muscle cars and trucks of all types. We also have a climate controled show room full of hot rod
and muscle cars and trucks, as well as a large inventory of projects for sale. Driven by legends
ronnie sox, dyno don nicholson, hayden proffit and others, these powered machines dominated
the factory experimental class in Unlike those strip blazers, this "warmed over" powered
machine is very streetable with a definite "wow factor". It sounds like a muscle car should, but
can be a very reliable daily driver I'm not a dealer, but a private collector. This comet is titled in
my personal name here in the akron, ohio area. The same time most mechanicals were done a
new fuel tank was installed as well. The Exterior of this Mercury Caliente Convertible for sale is
of a bright red that is gloating a smooth and sexy Black vinyl interior with red suede inserts.
This Mercury Caliente Convertible for sale has the ability to be a smooth cruiser or a glass
packed rumbling V8 powered beast. Everything has been redone on this vehicle and it is in
excellent running condition. Full details and information upon request. Carl nussem, fairmont
wv. Additional information on this mercury comet coming soon. This Caliente has the original
Palomino Tan paint color and a very impressive saddle tan interior. Rear end has been
mini-tubbed. Interior is stock original in nice shape. New 4 piston Mustang front disc brakes,
some new steering parts. Older paint is good but not great. New York 3 years ebay. New York
New York 3 years at ebay. Tucson, AZ 3 years ebay. All new custom bucket seat interior in red
and white. For sale is my mercury comet, runs and drives good. Has brand new pioneer stereo
and speakers along with a mtx dual 12" subwoofer and a watt amp that sounds great. Only 75,
miles on the car. Rare v-8, automatic. Always starts right up. Top is in good condition. No rust, i
have owned and garaged car for last 20 years. Salvage title due to accident long before i owned
car, but no damage or frame damage. Have original hub caps as well. Air Conditioning. Solid v8
4-barrel automatic. Nice rims and tires. Bucket Seats. What also comes along with the car is
another Comet Caliente hardtop K code 4bbl car. Missing engine and transmission.
Netoptions:description:grimaldi auto sales, inc. Is proud to present this rare mercury comet
convertible caliente! Rebuilt v-8 with approx miles, transmission serviced, newer tires. New
suspension parts. Interior seats and carpet are very nice - needs center console latch repair,
dash repair, 2 door lock cyclinders, drivers door arm rest. Power convertible top works well.
Top needs a rear window. Plastic is faded and upper coners are missing stitiches. New paint
and much more. Pictures dont show convertible top cover but do have in great condition- red.
Will not disappoint. Com for more photos. At grimaldi auto sales, inc. This auction is for a
Mercury Comet Caliente Convertible that is mechanically all original and is a numbers matching
car. BODY The red paint is in good condition with only a few minor scratches or chips. New
Jersey New Jersey 3 years at ebay. It has a V8 engine with an automatic transmission. This
would make a great car to start with for a full restoration or just drive it like it is this summer
and tinker on it this winter. Original trim holes are filled in the body.
Comoptions:description:this comet is in great original condition it starts right up even in the
cold and it runs great. This is truly one of the nicest original untouched comets i have seen,
check out the photo of the original dealership sticker. The drivers side fender had some light
rust and was lightly sanded an repainted with black primer by the previous owner but it never
bothered me enough to repaint. See pictures and video. Comes with a trunk full of parts old and
new see pictures and specs of the car click here for a short video of the comet. Ultimate cool
rare offenhauser tri-carb manifold complete with carbs and linkage needs setup and installation
chrome headers needs installation multiple sets of cool hubcaps included! New moog steering
stabilizer components needs installation spotlights need minor restoration and installation
vintage hot rod exterior mounted tachometer needs installation if desired.. Vintage original
mile-o-meter vacuum gauge needs installation if desired have for installation if desired
completer electronic fuel delivery system with electronic pump, new filter, regulator, fuel
pressure gauge, and all hardware, fittings, etc This comet is in great original condition it starts
right up even in the cold and it runs great. Some rust issues in floors but body is straight and
good. Body Chrome and stainless trim is in tact and in nice condition plus pit free. Engine is ,
missing carb and a few other parts. Palomino interior has new carpet and arm rests other wise
original in excellent shape. The cars engine and drive train are completely different from
original. Nos system installed with bottle in the trunk. Engine only has about 3, miles on it. Built
to quick and handles great with all new front end components. It an amazing rock solid car that i
have been trailing to car shows only! Many trophies in its class and numerous best of show.
More pictures available. The mercury comet was restyled for with a "macho" new image. Gone
was the s and custom series options as well as the compact economical image that was
portrayed from The new comet's boasted both sport and style. New for was the model series , ,
caliente and cyclone. The most talked about comets of were the caliente's and cyclones. The
caliente was promised to be every bit as hot as it looked, and offered wide, full length molding
down the side, a padded instrument panel with walnut grain trim and deep loop carpeting. The

caliente was offered as a 2 or 4-door and convertible. This is an all original interior car including
seats, door panels, dash, carpet, glass and the original top. The trunk looks and shows as well
as the rest of the car. The ci v8 and 3-speedd automatic transmission perform like the day the
car was built. The engine compartment has been highly and thoroughly detailed and has the
engine dress-up kit with chrome valve covers and a chrome air cleaner. It had one exterior
repaint in , which was professionally done. A rare automobile that runs and drives as good as it
looks, one of the best. Grand Island, NE 3 years carsforsale. With a and 4 speed transmission
it's a blast to drive, and the show quality paint looks good at any show. This comet has the red
interior with a bench seat and the proper ford 4 speed shifter. It has been very well restored
starting with a rust-free body and it looks, runs and drives wonderfully. Under hood, the
cyclone's engine included special chromed valve covers, air cleaner, dipstick and chromed oil
filter and radiator covers. If anyone mistook the comet cyclone for a high style poser, the little
mercury carried plenty of punch. In fact, the cars basic design was prover over the highly
publicized comet durability run, with a team of comets racking up , miles on daytona's
legendary oval. Of all comet models produced,t he cyclone was quite rare when new with just 7,
build in all for However, mercury's racing director fran hernandez overcame the corporate
rivalry with massive free press generated from the upstart ford divisions racing success. Ford's
hot solid-lifter "k-code" v8 engine was initially advertised by mercury for the comet, but after
tooling was already made and dealer brochures printed, ford limited mercury to the horsepower
"d-code" Hernandez instructed his engineers to improvise, so they took the plentiful cfm
autolite carburetor from the parts bin and upgraded the mercury into a deeper breathing, hot
performing rival to ford's k-code , which was limited by its smaller cfm carb. Interestingly, this
special and rare mercury only engine was given the "k" code and it slipped right under the
noses for ford's top brass! Also known as the "cyclone super" v8, this special "k" turned the
lightweight comet into a street and strip terror capable of bumbling many far more powerful "on
paper" opponents. Carrying the "k" digit in the fifth position of its vin, this very rare mercury
comet cyclone is confirmed as a top-of-the-line, factory built cyclone super powered car with
the special cfm autolite 4-barrel carburetor. It is california-titled, with history dating to its
original sale when new by g. Hardt lincoln-mercury of santa rosa, california to a. Anderson of
kenwood, california, as confirmed by the original warranty information. Highlights include
recently re-upholstered seats, power steering and brakes, a merc-o-matic tree speed automatic
transmission and the very rare and correct mercury comet cyclone air cleaner assembly.
Complete with the original owner's manual, plus a great collection of original mercury comet
posters, articles and sales brochures. As such, this cyclone super powered mercury comet
cyclone convertible stands as truly outstanding, investment grade example of one of mercury's
hottest and most desirable 's models. The more I look at it the more I feel like it is way to nice to
do that to it so I will look for a body she'll to work with. When I got the car I had the radiator
redone, new plugs, points, oil, belts, battery replaced and the transmission serv
68 chevelle ss
wilson alternator wiring diagram
boat fuse box not working
iced, I would drive this little car anywhere. I bought this comet as a two owner original about a
year ago, with the thought of making a nostalgic super stocker. The car needs a motor and
transmission as they are being used in another project and the wheels and tires are not
included. New paint, undercoating, guages, top, interior is still in the box waiting to be installed.
This car is a dream for someone looking for a classic Ford. Comoptions:option
list:description:this 64 comet just arrived from arizona. The body is in nice shape with a nice
dark green paintjob. The interior is also in nice shape with tan seat covers, and carpet. The
convertible top looks fairly new, and goes up, and down with the push of a switch. Being from
arizona the underside of this car is nice and solid. Spring is just around the corner, so why not
have this convertible in the driveway. We offer transportation assistance world-wide, with trucks
arriving, and leaving daily. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

